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No man can serve two masters: for
either he will hate the one, and love
the other; or else he will hold to the
one, and despise the other. Ye cannot
serve God and mammon.
-Jesus-

I will let you in on a secret that only the Christian Satanic
could know and believe: That Good is not to be taken
seriously. That God (Ya) is not well represented in The Holy
Bible. He has his adoring awe ridden followers in large
sums, and variant to variant followers from religion to
religion. But only the Christian knows him as a kind less
fist pounding being. Christian Satanists don’t fear hell.
Hell is a place God gave to Satan. For only is does God
find friends. Christian Satanists are more pragmatic and
reasonable. The level at which all other Christians worship
and obey God reaches absurd levels. They are his in full
for sure, but not his friends. We the Christian Satanist
regard The Holy Bible as a scheme, a game, a bad movie to
be in for most, but not for us. Some of the Holy Bible isn’t
truth. You’d have to be a fooly dedicated believer indeed
in many cases to believe the Holy Bible is at all times truth.
These are things Good simply let pass in his book. But the
Christian Satanist has been set aside to be his friend, not
his awe ridden devotees.

2. Lazy Craft is a demerit to us. It is defined like this: to
do things ½ assed. To short cut excessively through anything
done that's worth doing well—and should be done well.
Common traits of the lazy crafters include making excuses and

placing false evidence of work done well, when it wasn’t. And it
comprises much of the population who resort to criminal
occupations. Where there is mediocrity there is lazy Craft behind
it.
To us it amounts to what witchcraft would in earlier
churches and those that perform it among us are acting
heretically.
If a person is to “go up” then he must regard it as an inch
at a time. Where few people these days ever stand a foot
tall, the best among us stand a yard. In incorporating
Luciferian elements into the world one cannot leave out
it’s most important attribute: progress. What you do more
and better than others is the best equation of success.
Some will work just a little, others moderately, but s/he
who does more and better than others is on Earth's finest
road. You only have today to make tomorrow better.

3. Infectious principling if you must burden yourself
with people putting on you their own strict principleteaching, those that feel they’ve been wronged by the
underly politeness you project or not living up to their
rules or standards, and so they lash out at you based on
their principles, you are likely to catch that irritability and
proceed to place it on others. It is in this way that niceness,
politeness, good manners, and unnecessary rules are

snuck into your life and you yourself become as sick as
they were.
That’s why I say it takes more strength not to say thank
you, not to ask please, not to say excuse me delicately, not
to give gifts, and all sorts of “regularly imposed
mannerisms.” To choose a more immoral or rougher
paved road can be quite liberating, and it loosens your
collar. The antidote is simple: expect breathing room
instead.. if you don’t want to attend a party or have
special one on one time with someone but would rather be
alone then tell them why, like you need time to think and
don’t need a buddy rap music party. Why would he feel
neglected? Maybe he should be more considerate of your
wishes? Do people only do things to be thanked or be
worth something? Maybe they should do the far more
difficult that they become, well, practically worshipped, so
they can leave you alone.

4. God has let us in on a secret

that the Devil and
him are good friends. He is a well loved and appreciated
figure in his life, his first and perfect son, who he’d never
condemn but quite different than that, one whom he gives
all.

5. We all die but not all of us die with a
finished purpose. But me, I will have worked
through a purpose until I do. I will work on my purpose
all of my days. And because of it will have gained the
reward like other people like me will have. If I hadn’t
done anything with my life, will I have earned a better life
in the future? No, but I can tell you, my existence came as
a reward. It was put into my authority and responsibility
to do what I have done. My life before qualified me to
have the current life that I do, as only the most qualified
have a good position in this time. My environment was
positioned and set so that I could worked in hampered,
that my output be maximum. And I was given the
experience that I needed to perform the work that I do.
As a result I can do what I do and do it well. I am not a
wasteful person. I am one productive, qualified, and
purposeful.
All of my days were well spent and my work will not be
done until God declares it so and I breath my last breath.
But if I do well enough it is confided in me that I will not
die at all but be given complete dominion over my (so
qualified) place of being.
Those that are in a good place are in a place earned as it is
written “Many who are first will be last, and many who are last
will be first.” That is to say many, but not all. There are the

stage props and the fillers on this Earth who’ve made little
to no change. Not that they are worthless, but that they are
space fillers. As it is you can take your reward and leave with
it. Or you can continue to work and transcend into greatness.
And when I die and see that I have crossed over the thresh
hold of death I will raise my arms and proclaim “Free! Free
at last!” I will be observant in the days after. I will know
my path well before I proceed to walk down it, walking
long and far, knowing my new place with perfection my
master.

6. The Great and venerable Anton Szandor
LaVey who did all imaginable good things
and is Satanism, brainwashed many. His is a
thoroughly brainwashing religion that dupes as many as
any other. Though his followers would deny this up,
down, left and right. His is a brainwashing religion
inducing cult like thought the term “Satanist” has become
unfavorable to me because of LaVey. LaVeyists find him
astonishing and mysterious, even responsible for great
change in the world. But people of true perspective knows
he has done little to nothing to change it. And I’ll have no
part of his “Grand Pu- Bah” successors. LaVeyian induces
strange and bizarre, often moronic ways of thinking that

are taken as “rational,” and “individualist.” But it is very
much absent of these.

7. If someone is to ascend higher than
regular people, s/ he must go up an inch at
a time. If a/he is to build a “home” in which to live
well, s/he must build a brick at a time a better place for
themselves. If someone finds a shortcut then good and
well, but it requires the luck of a lifetime. If someone does
better than another time, time, and time again, then s/ he
is going the extra mile, must be relentless, and must be
involved with what they are doing. But someone needs to
be a natural at what they excel at, too. Some people just
aren’t good at certain things, and others are, and by being
born with a natural talent and finding it, coupled with the
effort of the relentless, is one well jumping and skipping
down the successful road. If you never do better than
another no matter how much effort you expend, you
might consider doing something else.

8. Christian Satanic kosher

food that tastes good,
whether or not it’s healthy is CSK Christian Satanic kosher. If it
is: tastes, satisfying, pleasant, then it is CSK. With all of the
many arguments that best for you food is comprised

mostly of bland food such as vegetables, that’s good in
only theory and only fitting to masochists. No normally
working person can live off of things like vegetables and
fruit. You would have to eat so much as to kill yourself,
and yet find no satisfaction of them. Moderation comes
from eating more indulgently. If someone doesn’t over eat
then they will not become obese. And it is more in the
amount eaten than what is eaten. There are no people
loading their stomachs to burst and stretch from bowl
after bowl of salad and eight carrots. So just by enjoying
your food and not eating carelessly, compulsively, you
will keep a low weight.
Similarly there is the axiom “if you don’t use it you lose it.
But what if you don’t need it. Do you need the body of an
athlete in a normally working world? Unless you are
pursuing attractively that’s fine, but otherwise what a
person normally uses is all that s/he needs.

9. Be God's pragmatic, sound, and
reasonable followers, as it is by these that
the Christian Satanist is meant to be. It goes to
absurd length those that do as Christ and God said. And
to take a real life look at them you could realize that

weirdness of them. Think about it: they want to be God's
special. They feel they are. They are proud of reading his
world every day, a little too proud, and feel like they are
his special follower. It borders on the sexual, really, for
many women young and old who follower whole
heartedly to a God that cannot f*ck. And for men, a
friend of all friends who doesn’t return the favor: it’s taken
as a given, and if it were to mean something anyway, it’s
taken for a given. But if from any religion if God is to have
a more sound, reasonable, and pragmatic follower it
comes from us. Otherwise it runs the gamut to the full that
no such follower for him should be. In us alone it should
be that he has a group of followers not so tightly tied and
bound to him, those not in a cage, but rather run free
through the plains, even soaring up high above.

10. People may be hurt at what you said for
any number of reasons, the worst being because of
standards they hold in high regard. That is especially so in
people who create working standards against others. If
they think due to them they’ve been wronged it isn’t your
fault, they just set forth unrealistic terms against you. And
many of them do such people build. Worse is the person
who ignores any such thing in others (instated standards)
but have a whole nest of their own to readily observe and

strike out at you in upholding them. A person can easily
set forth numerous and heavy principles against others
much in the same way manners came into being. But I say
that they are better off through and through when they’ve
been violated but for the sake of “easier” friendship with them,
which just isn’t practical otherwise. I say it takes greater
strength not to thank and not thanking is better taken,
much more perceived as stronger, less weak, more
accessible, shown to be as something less needing of
sensitivity to be over thankful is a trait of a person asking for
sensitivity toward them. It takes more strength to just say
give me that than the quirky way one says will you please
pass me the butter? It takes more strength to just get off the
bus without thanking the driver or to pay for your item
and leave.
Yeah people can get a little angry at you, but you’ll have
earned respect and establish your own terms. And
besides, no one is angry for very long, and maybe you can
just dispense with babying someone or feeding them their
grown up bottles.

11. For some a nightmare for others all the
spoils. A great warrior is much like a person in the

military, whose position and mindset shouldn’t be
underestimated as such. There are those who fight wars
and also those that are condemned and harmed by their
after products. There are many whom I believe suffer far
greater than you and I, such as from things ranging to a
lost parent early in one’s age, to having them lost to Ebola
and you too, succumbing beside. Then there are those rich,
very rich, whom make up the least, that live lives of a
luxury we could only imagine. These that bathe in
Jacuzzis , travel anywhere they wish to in personal jets,
that buy things many and great, whom have theaters in
their home, food cooked for them, and places driven them.
They reside on the beaches of the Earth and see all of the
greatest things ever made upon Earth. They lack nothing.
Capitalism is good in that the most expensive things of
today are the cheapest after. But with resources having
expanding inasmuch as they have, and robotics coupled
with AI requiring less and less human work, I believe and
feel strongly in “universal basic income,” which is to say
that everyone relieves a moderately sized income with
which to get by, and from there work if more money is
desired, or not at all if less abled and this would necessitate
developing AI and robotics further being developed, but it would
work. Then, there will be no more homeless, at least unless
it is something they really want, and people would never
have to fear coming into such a bad place. The world

would be better on the whole, and the economy could
very well improve a lot by instating such a thing. The less
sacred that money is regarded to be, a means to slavery
disposed, a truly Christian thing it is!

12. Fortunately for those that would get to
good places in life the competition is minimal. Most
people work for others in a way that attributes nothing to
their success in life beyond a day by day income. They
don’t write, music, or books, program games, or do things
that would bring about lasting appreciation. They can
only do so much. And then there is the group of people
who don’t work at all. The fact is, most people spend their
days doing nothing more than watching TV. If they are
trying to be successful even a lot of those would have it
come as easily as possible, and unless they have great luck
they won’t get it (referring to those that would bring about
their popularity and mass acceptance from You Tube, or
otherwise taking the easiest possible routes.) So all and all
most people are doing what is easily done, if anything at
all, in their efforts for fame and fortune. As for me I cannot
spend the day just watching TV or wading through town.
I’ve got to be writing. And I spend hours a day on it, most
of my day, knowing I only have a day at a time to get
where I would be. But I want notoriety. Not money. And I
believe that if I have oh, 60 or 80 books before I am

published, these books before that I’ve kept in public
domain will bring a lasting success. That even if my
published books don’t do so well, the very many before,
will. And I wonder what would have happened if G.
Lucas would have placed his first three Star Wars films in
public domain, but the ones after, not so. What do you
think that would have resulted in? It would have driven
up distribution and viewership. Any company could
make a buck off it. It could have been readily and easily
shared. And that would only help the popularity of what
came after.

13. Base you expenses on intuition and
individually decided tastes. Sometimes just the
fact that you want something is it’s own good reason to
get it. It may don’t on you one day that you’d really like a
particular shirt. With me I wanted an eye of Providence
shirt one day, out of thin air, and got one. Later it was an
eye of Providence necklace. And as for right now I’d like a
good high cost get-what-you-pay-for wallet. I was looking
through my wallet. I though how cheap it felt. The things
holding my cards in it were cheaply made of plastic, and it
is red, fake leather. So naturally I thought I’d like to put
some good money into a new wallet, something I use
every day.

A person could argue with their selves until the cows
come home that they don’t really need anything. But it’s
closer to the truth that they don’t want to need anything, or
else can’t want to need something.
Try to avoid getting things gotten for popularity sake.
And put into something the value it deserves. It’s quite
wonderful how technology advances and yet becomes
ever cheaper (actually the two go hand in hand) I mean, to
have this super computer as a cell phone! Since I use my
cell phone every day, mostly to write, I put forth enough
money for a good one. And it was every bit of money well
spent! But mostly my purchasing comes from intuition. I
wanted a very particular shirt bearing the first scene from
the original Legend of Zelda, and I found it! A person can
easily find precisely what s/he wants anymore, giving the
mass market of things available online from every corner
of the world. So these days a person has many, many
options. A person can be exact in what s/he wants and get
it, even cheap. Do you like red ice trays or super man
socks? Whatever comes to mind consider, and if it comes
to your heart easily enough then get it. You’ll never be
defunct in getting the things you truly want, and your
money will be where your heart is.

14. Usually being quite certain there is no
God comes from closed- mindedness and
refusal to believe as such as those “silly and deluded
theists. Though they would fully argue that there is no
God, they and their kind never made much effort to find
that if there is. They put a sharp bold line between them
and theists. If they were discovered to be wrong this
would crush every full hearted effort that theists be
wrong. They are sure that God didn’t make everything,
that the big bang did, entirely ignoring that God could
have caused the big bang. They themselves came from
nothing, as all of us had, and then it is possible we can do
so again. What goes around may come around, can’t it?
They are too driven to be right and keep theists in their
place: as their fans wouldn’t like em much if they were
shown to be wrong alongside them. So they fight for their
fans to be right. The Holy Bible does not say the Earth is
6,000 years old. Rightly translated that early passage in
Genesis states that the Earth became empty and void (but
the Bible has a way of being right only under correct
rendering of what seems hidden.) Then Genesis indicates the
occurrence of the mass extinction to say it “became” void and
empty.. which under a correct translation it does.
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